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        MXS 5.0 TEST&CHARGE UK

        
            The MXS 5.0 TEST & CHARGE combines an advanced charger with the ability to easily test the battery, generator and starter motor.

            
                Read more
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                                            Tests Battery and Alternator

                    
                

                
                    
                                            Perfect for Demanding 12V Lead Acid Batteries

                    
                

                
                    
                                            Connect and Forget

                    
                

                
                    
                                            Protects Sensitive Equipment

                    
                

        






        

    


        
            
                



    
            
                
                    Description
                

                
                        
    

    

12V | Tests voltage, start power and alternator performance                        

                        
    

    

The MXS 5.0 TEST & CHARGE is suitable for use with batteries from 1.2Ah-110Ah. Its testing function gives you three easy to use programs to test battery voltage, start power and alternator performance to give you a complete picture of battery and vehicle charging system health. The MXS 5.0 TEST & CHARGE also includes a patented automatic desulphation program, a special Recond mode for reconditioning deeply discharged batteries and CTEK’s patented float/pulse system, which is the most efficient maintenance mode when a battery is connected for long periods.                         

                        
    

    Features

    

    	
                Charges batteries from 1.2Ah up to 110Ah

            
	
                Patented float/pulse maintenance phase

            
	
                Easy to read LED display

            
	
                Splash and dust proof (IP65)

            
	
                Safe spark free operation

            
	
                Reverse polarity protected

            
	
                Short circuit proof

            
	
                Fully automatic ‘connect and forget’ charging

            
	
                Easy to use battery and alternator testing function

            
	
                Charges batteries up to 110Ah

            
	
                Smaller battery, normal battery, cold weather and Recond programs

            
	
                5-year warranty
            


                        


                

            

        
    
        
        
                MXS_5.0_TEST_CHARGE-manual-low-UK-EN.pdf

        

    

    
        
        
                MXS_5.0_TEST_CHARGE-manual-low-UK-EN.pdf

        

    

        
        
        
                MXS_5.0_TEST_CHARGE-productsheet-low-UK-EN.pdf

        

    





    

    
                    
                            
                
                             Technical data 
                
                        	
                                        Charging categoryAC charging

                                    
	
                                        Input220–240 VAC, 50–60 Hz, 1.1 A

                                    
	
                                        Output14.4/14.7/15.8 V, 5.0 A

                                    
	
                                        Battery chemistryLead acid

                                    
	
                                        Battery types12 V:; WET; MF; Ca/Ca; AGM; GEL

                                    
	
                                        Battery capacity1.2–110 Ah

                                    
	
                                        Back current drain*Corresponding to less than 1 Ah/month

                                    
	
                                        Battery voltage12 V

                                    
	
                                        Ambient operating temperature-20 ˚C to +50 ˚C (- 4 °F to +122 °F)

                                    
	
                                        Start voltage2.0 V

                                    
	
                                        Ripple**Less than 4 %

                                    
	
                                        Degree of protectionIP65

                                    
	
                                        Warranty5 years

                                    


                            	*) Back current drain is the current that drains the battery if the charger is not connected to the mains. CTEK chargers have a very low back current.
	**) The quality of the charging voltage and charging current is very important. A high current ripple heats up the battery which has an aging effect on the positive electrode. High voltage ripple could harm other equipment that is connected to the battery. CTEK battery chargers produce very clean voltage and current with low ripple.
	CTEK issues a limited warranty to the original purchaser of the product. Depending on the product, the limited warranty period will vary. The limited warranty is not transferable. The warranty applies to manufacturing faults and material defects. The warranty is void if the product has been handled carelessly or repaired by anyone other than CTEK or its authorized representatives. CTEK makes no warranty other than this limited warranty and is not liable for any other costs other than those mentioned above, i.e. no consequential damages. Moreover, CTEK is not obligated to any other warranty other than this warranty.
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            Connect with CTEK on Socials

            Are you interested in learning more about the CTEK brand, maximizing battery performance or sustainable charging? Follow us on @ctekchargers and @ctekemobility for inspiring updates and the latest news on our products and battery management solutions.
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/04/08

                    Thoughts on this all-electric Nissan? 🔥 Comment below and let's dive into the thrilling world of speed, power, and the electrifying future of racing together! ⚡🏁 @fiaformulae

📸 Repost from @nissan @nismo

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #Nissan #ElectricRacing #EPRix #Tokyo
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/04/04

                    This is how you have WORRY-FREE rides with your motorcycle! ⚡️

Charge your MC with a CTEK charger. Experience seamless power management on every adventure, providing extended ride time, enhanced safety, and ultimate peace of mind. Unleash the full potential of your motorcycle journeys with CTEK by your side! 🏍️✨

📸: @londonthrux @triumphwestlondon @officialtriumph

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #Triumph #BatteryMaintenance #Motorcycle
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/04/04

                    Buckle up for an adrenaline-fueled weekend! 🏎️ Formula Drift Long Beach is back on Apr. 12-13, and we’re thrilled to support our friend Fredric Aasbo as he takes on the track! 🏁

Let’s send him our best wishes for an amazing performance! Will you be there to cheer him on? Drop a comment below! 👇 @fredricaasbo

📸: @fredricaasbo @formulad

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #FormulaDrift #LongBeach #FredricAasbo #Drifting
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/04/03

                    Ready to experience the ultimate freedom in automotive charging? 🚗⚡️

Dive into the world of the CTEK CS FREE with @phothrottle, where cutting-edge technology meets unrivaled performance! As Phothrottle says, "CTEK CS FREE is just above and beyond!" Discover the power of hassle-free charging and unmatched performance today in his latest YouTube video.

#CTEK #CSFREE #AutomotiveCharging #BatteryMaintenance #Remote
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/04/02

                    CTEK Launches CS ONE in Australia! 🌏⚡️

Say hello to worry-free battery maintenance with CTEK's latest breakthrough, the CS ONE, now available in Australia! No more guesswork or complicated settings—let APTO™ (Adaptive Charging) technology take the reins and ensure your battery receives the perfect charge every time. 

Read more on the link in our bio. 🙌

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #CSONE #BatteryCharger #BatteryMaintenance
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/04/02

                    ⭐ GIVEAWAY! ⭐

Ready to power up your summer adventures? Win a CTEK charger to bring on your motorcycle adventure this summer! 🏍️🌏

All you have to do is 👇 
☀️ Tag a friend you'd love to bring on your next adventure!
☀️ Follow @ctekcharging 

The giveaway ends April 30th. Check out the link in bio for full terms and conditions.

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #Giveaway #Competition #Motorcycle
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/29

                    @ferraricollector_davidlee ferraricollectordavidlee collects the best cars and uses the best tools to take care of them 🔥

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #LuxuryCars #CarCollection #CarEnthusiast
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                    2024/03/28

                    Unveil the power of the Aston Martin Valour with Shmee150! Of course, it’s powered by CTEK 🔥

”We’re here to see this the Aston Martin Valour. You do actually have a really good amount of luggage space. In face, of course, we’ve got the CTEK charger here as well, which all of the cars here are unsurprisingly residing on.” - @Shmee150

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #Shmee150 #AstonMartinValour #AstonMartin
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/27

                    Check out this stunning LOTUS️ Exige 350 Sport, powered by CTEK! 🔥💛 Big shoutout to @thatyellowlotus for sharing this beauty with us.

At CTEK, we're all about keeping your vehicles charged and ready to go, and it's always a thrill to see our chargers in action! Whether it's clients, enthusiasts, or friends like you, we love seeing the CTEK community grow. Don't forget to tag @ctekcharging when you share your posts – we can't wait to see more amazing rides powered by CTEK Chargers! 💪⚡️

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #Cars #Car #BatteryCharging
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/25

                    Always enjoy spending time with our good friend @ferraricollector_davidlee 🙌  Did you know @ferraricollector_davidlee only uses @ctekcharging for his amazing collection? 🔥

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #LuxuryCars #CarCollection #CarEnthusiast
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/22

                    "The CTEK PRO25S charger is a fast charger that you need without knowing it. If you work on cars or DIY car enthusiast like myself the CTEK PRO25S will come in handy. It will save you from the hastle of dead batteries and down times waiting for batteries to charge. All the function is only one click of a single button!" - @phothrottle thoughts on our CTEK PRO25S charger. 🔥 

📸: @phothrottle

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #PRO25S #Car #Cars
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/21

                    Learn how to jumpstart your car without causing any damage! 🚗👇

Jumpstarting a car is a common solution, but traditional methods involving jump cables and jump starter packs can pose risks to your vehicle's electronics and battery. But, did you know that our charger can not only power up your flat battery swiftly and safely but also acts as a portable battery charger, ensuring your vehicle batteries remain in peak condition wherever you go. 🔧🔌 

Learn how to do it right and keep your vehicle running smoothly, follow the link in bio to CTEK Magazine 🔥

📸: @t32visuals

#CTEK #CTEKCharing #Jumpstart #Car #Cars #BatteryCharger
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